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ABSTRACT
Migration of magma within an active volcano produces a deformation signature at the
Earth’s surface. The internal structure of a volcano and specific movements of the magma
control the actual deformation that is observed. Relatively simple models that simulate magma
injection as a pressurized body embedded in a homogeneous elastic half-space (e.g., Mogi) can
predict the characteristic radially-symmetric deformation patterns that are commonly observed
for episodes of volcano inflation or deflation. Inverse methods, based on half-space models, can
precisely and efficiently estimate the non-linear parameters that describe the geometry (position
and shape) of the deformation source, as well as the linear parameter that describes the strength
(pressure) of the deformation source. However, although such models can accurately predict the
observed deformation, actual volcanoes have internal structures that are not compatible with the
elastic half-space assumptions inherent to Mogi-type models. This incompatibility translates to
errors in source parameter estimations. Alternatively, Finite Element Models (FEMs) can
simulate a pressurized body embedded in a problem domain having an arbitrary distribution of
material properties that better corresponds to the internal structure of an active volcano. FEMs
can be used in inverse methods for estimating linear deformation source parameters, such as the
source pressure. However, perturbations of the non-linear parameters that describe the geometry
of the source require automated re-meshing of the problem domain – a significant obstacle to
implementing FEM-based nonlinear inverse methods in volcano deformation studies. I present a
parametric executable (C++ source code), which automatically generates FEMs that simulate a
pressurized ellipsoid embedded in an axisymmetric problem domain, having an a priori
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distribution of material properties. I demonstrate this executable by analyzing Interferometric
Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR) deformation data of the 1997 eruption of Okmok Volcano,
Alaska as an example. This executable facilitates an inverse analysis that estimates the non-linear
parameters that describe the depth and radius of the spherical source, as well as the linear
strength parameter that best accounts for the InSAR data. The strong radial symmetry and high
signal-to-noise ratio of the InSAR data, along with known seismic tomography data, provide
robust constraints for estimated parameters and sensitivity analyses.
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS
2-D

2-dimensional

3-D

3-dimensional

ASCII

American Standard Code for Information Interchange, commonly referred
to as a computer “text” file

CAE

Computer-aided engineering

cont.

Continued

.dat

Abaqus output data text file extension

∆P

Change in magma pressure

e

Power of 10, as in, 2.e5 equals 2.0 times 105

e.g.

For example

etc.

Et cetera

.exe

Executable file extension

FEM

Finite element model

GPS

Global Positioning System

HEHS

Homogeneous, elastic half-space

IDL

Interactive Data Language programming language

i.e.

That is

.ini

Configuration text file extension

.inp

Abaqus script text file extension

InSAR

Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar
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km

Kilometer

m

Meter

Mpa

Megapascal

.nod

Surface node number text file extension

.odb

Abaqus output database file extension

r

Radial distance

.tbl

Surface node data text file extension

ur

Radial displacement

uz

Vertical displacement

viz.

Videlicet

z

Vertical distance

<

Less than

~

About

=

Equal to

×

Multiplied by

%

Percent
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1 Introduction
The internal structure, magmatic loading, and effective boundary conditions of a volcano
control the deformation that is observed at the Earth’s surface. Forward models of such systems
can estimate surface deformation for a given internal magma behavior. However, in practical
applications, it is usually necessary to perform the inverse, i.e., to determine the parameters of
the magmatic source that would produce the observed deformation. The focus of this research is
the creation of models that facilitate such inverse solutions. I use numerical models to relate
Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR) data to inaccessible magmatic processes at
depth. InSAR is a geodetic technique that uses satellite radar images to map deformation with
centimeter precision and spatial resolution of a few tens-of-meters over large regions. InSAR
may be useful for characterizing magmatic behavior of known active volcanoes, as well as for
prospecting for new activity within previously dormant volcanoes (Dzurisin, 2003; Pritchard and
Simons, 2002).
Relatively simple analytical solutions, such as that described by Mogi (1958), model the
radially-symmetric deformation signatures commonly produced during episodes of volcano
inflation or deflation. These models have the benefit of being computationally inexpensive, and
thus easily embedded into inverse analyses that seek to characterize the source geometry,
position, and magnitude of the source. However, estimated parameters, such as source depth and
position, may be biased due to the mismatch between the fundamental assumptions of the
analytical solutions and the natural system. For example, one of these assumptions is that the
deformation sources are embedded in a homogeneous, elastic half-space (HEHS); in other words,
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the material properties of a volcano are elastic and do not vary in space. Previous studies show
that the HEHS assumptions can strongly bias both source parameter estimates, determined with
inverse models, as well as forward model predictions for deformation (Masterlark, 2007;
Masterlark et al., 2010).
Discrepancies between the assumptions of analytical solutions and observational data
(e.g., seismic tomography) underscore the need for a method of developing models that are not
restricted by the limitations of current analytical solutions. For instance, in the case of Okmok
Volcano in Alaska, geodetic-based estimates using HEHS models give the location of the magma
reservoir beneath Okmok at a depth of about 3 km (e.g., Lu et al., 2005). However, new
tomography for Okmok volcano reveals a low-velocity zone indicating the presence of the
magma reservoir at a depth of more than 4 km, significantly deeper than is indicated by HEHS
models (Masterlark et al., 2010).
The result of our research is a suite of executables (with C++ source code and associated
documentation, configuration files, and examples) packaged together as Mendoza Suite 1.0. The
executables included in this suite facilitate the creation and analysis of FEMs necessary for
nonlinear inverse solutions for magmatic source parameters.

2 Methods
2.1 Automation of FEM Scripting
A finite element model (FEM) is a numerical method capable of approximating the
constitutive relationships that govern the mechanical behavior of materials. FEM methods
involve dividing the problem domain into small finite elements. The mechanical behavior is
defined piecewise over each element in a way that integrates to satisfy pre-specified constitutive
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mechanical relationships. This piecewise assembly is capable of simulating arbitrarily complex
geometric configurations. A significant advantage of FEMs in this application is that they are not
limited to the assumptions of HEHS solutions. Although FEM-based inverse analyses are far
more computationally expensive than traditional inverse analyses based on analytical solutions,
modern high-performance computing clusters make it possible to generate much more
sophisticated models despite the computational complexity required. However, FEM creation is
often unwieldy and time-consuming and thereafter, even minor changes in the model geometry
may require a complete rebuild. Because changes in position or geometry of the magmatic
source require a redefined FEM mesh, the ability to automatically impose source parameter
perturbations and reconstruct an acceptable mesh is critical to advancing FEM-based nonlinear
inverse analyses of volcano deformation. Abaqus (Dassault Systèmes Simulia Corp., 2009)
allows the creation of FEMs through a computer-aided engineering (CAE) interface or through
scripting. That is, rather than having to manually draw each node or grouping of nodes and
connection, these can be created by specifying the positions and properties of the nodes and
connections by assigning commands and providing numerical criteria. By parameterizing the
scripting process, I have created a method of geometry-based mesh parameterization for
automatically producing FEMs (Huebner, et al., 2001). Significant changes in model
characteristics, such as size, geometry, or mesh fineness, can now be made automatically by
simply redefining a single or few variables. In turn, by automatically varying parameters, this
method allows suites of models to be produced, enabling FEM-based linear and nonlinear
inverse solutions to be obtained. Further, with the process being automated, FEMs can be used to
find optimized solutions for multiple variables (e.g., magma chamber position, geometry, change
in pressure, etc.) concurrently. Although models conforming to HEHS solutions may be
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produced, an advantage of this process of producing models is that the models need no longer be
confined to the limitations of HEHS solutions.
The ability to create models and run analyses through scripting allows criteria (such as
node position, etc.) to be described as variables. The FEMs are constructed through a C++ source
code and a resulting executable that can receive parameters from an external function call and
then create Abaqus scripts using those parameters. The executable creates a script that, upon
processing, builds an FEM and performs an analysis of the surface deformation resulting from a
magma intrusion (or extraction) within a magma chamber. Abaqus outputs calculated surface
displacements from the simulation to a data file. All non-variable criteria are specifically defined
in the source code. Variable criteria are assigned automatically according to a mathematic
algorithm. This makes it possible for parameters, such as depth, to be adjusted so that a variety of
mesh perturbations can be performed.

2.2 Using the Volcano Builder Executable
Running the Volcano Builder executable, volcanobuilder.exe, produces an Abaqus script
file (.inp extension) capable of simulating an axisymmetric FEM of a magmatic system in a
HEHS domain. The user can also relax the HEHS specifications with minor alterations to the
C++ source code. Figure 1 provides a general schematic for the model’s construction. Note that
names of points in Figure 1 are to clarify geometric relationships within the C++ code and are
not specific node names. All nodes on segment A1E delineate the free surface. The axis of
symmetry consists of all nodes collinear with the line passing through points A1 and G. Figure 2
illustrates the 3-dimensional domain of a model resulting from sweeping a 2-D representation
(such as that shown in Figure 3, which uses the default parameters) along the axis of symmetry.
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Figure 1: Schematic for FEM Geometry. This schematic represents the 2-D construction that is
swept about the axis of symmetry (see Figure 2). Segment A1E is the free surface and line A1G is the
axis of symmetry.

Volcano Builder for Abaqus receives variables from an external .ini file to construct a model
with the framework shown in Figure 1, but with parameters specified by the user. Because the
executable receives these variables from an external .ini file, the user can either change these
manually or can produce the .ini file as a script created from a calling program, facilitating a
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truly automatic process of iterative model creation, execution, analysis, and final inverse
solution.

free surface
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Figure 2: Generalized Axisymmetric FEM. This figure shows a generalized model of a volcanic
system with a spherical magma chamber, located on the axis of symmetry, upon which a change in
magma pressure (∆P) is applied. The default values for the variables.ini file are used here. This
characterizes the 3-dimensional domain of the 2-D representation illustrated in Figure 3.

2.2.1 Overall Geometry
Each node in the model must have a unique numeric name. This name can be up to nine
digits in length (Abaqus, 2004). I consistently use the first digit as a placeholder, with its value
indicating a portion of the model. The remaining 8 digits are used to represent a 2-dimensional
coordinate system with 4 digits for each dimension. Due to this 4-digit nomenclature, dimensions
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Figure 3: FEM Produced with Volcano Builder Default Values. This 2-D representation displays
the construction of a model using the default values of the variables.ini file, viz., inRange = 50, els1 =
20, bias1 = 0.85, els2 = 4, els3 = 19, inRadius = 500, and inDepth = 3000. A change in magma
pressure (∆P) will be applied to the interior of the magma chamber wall. Model radius and depth are
equivalent.

within the code are often given in dekameters; thus, many of the variables can be expressed in
ten-meter increments. The model is divided into three primary portions. The “far sections”
(encompassed by points B1, E, F, H, G, D1, and C1 in Figure 1) all contain nodes with node
names in the 100 000 000 range. The trapezoidal shape of these sections allows for simplification
of systematic naming of nodes. Furthermore, with the bias1 variable (described later), this
geometry allows for greater mesh resolution in areas of higher deformation, providing a more
7

optimal tradeoff between computation time and model precision. The “cutout” (encompassed by
points A2, B2, C2, D2, L2, K2, J2, and I2) contains nodes with node names in the 200 000 000
range. The “proximus” area, which includes all nodes from the “outer shell” (delineated by
points I3, J3, K3, and L3) to the “chamber wall” (the arc between points P and Q, inclusive),
contains nodes with node names in the 300 000 000 range.
The “cutout” consists of the cylinder extending 10 km in radius from the axis of
symmetry and 10 km in depth from the free surface. As the magma chamber is encased within
this portion, the purpose of the cutout is to allow the area closer to the chamber to have a finer
mesh than areas further from the chamber. This allows the user to find an appropriate balance
between solution precision and computational efficiency.
The “outdepth” is the distance along the axis of symmetry from the free surface to the
outer shell of the “proximus,” i.e., from point A2 to I3. The value is set as a constant value
equivalent to 1000 meters. This value may be changed, but due to this value being critical in the
calculation of the proper number, sizes and names of elements and the positions and names of
nodes in several sections of the model (including the crucial “buffers”), care should be taken to
ensure that values supplied for parameters utilizing the outdepth are not made invalid by any
change.

2.2.2

.ini Files
The user supplies the values of the parameters with the variables.ini file. Certain

restrictions have been placed on some parameters in order to ensure valid geometry of the model
and to facilitate systematic nomenclature of the nodes and elements. The variables.ini file
contains values only and no descriptors. This simplifies creation of the file and reading in of the
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values; however, this also makes it necessary for the user to take care in ensuring that the order
of the variables is correct. The order of variables and format of the file is:

inRange
els1
bias1
els2
els3
inRadius
inDepth
material
youngs
poisons
pressure

The purpose of each is provided below. If the variables.ini file does not exist in the working
directory or is unable to be opened for some reason, the message “Input file failed to open!” is
displayed.
The user also provides a filename prefix in the filename.ini file. This value should be a
string that will result in a valid filename in the user’s operating system and should exclude the
file extension. The filename.ini file provides the name of the resulting Abaqus script (.inp file) as
well as the filename for the data table (.tbl file) and node value file (.nod file) created by the
Table Extractor program. As an example, if the string “build23” is provided in the filename.ini
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file, running Volcano Builder will create a file, “build23.inp,” according to the values provided
in the current variables.ini file. The build23.inp script can then be processed in Abaqus and the
resulting build23.dat file can be used by Table Extractor to produce the build23.tbl file and the
build23.nod file.
The first parameter specified in the variables.ini file is inRange. This parameter provides
the radius and depth (in km) of the model, i.e., the dimensions of segments A1E, A1G, EF and
GH in Figure 1. The default value is 50, providing a model with a depth of 50 km and a total
lateral range of 100 km, as illustrated in Figure 2. Figure 4 demonstrates how changes to inRange
affect the mesh. This parameter, like many of those to follow, has restrictions on which values
can be used in order to ensure reliable geometry and node nomenclature. In order to use values
outside of these restrictions, the user would need to revise the source code rather than using the
supplied executable. The restrictions placed on this value are that it be a multiple of 10 that is
greater than 10 and less than 100. The input value of inRange is in kilometers but is converted to
the value in dekameters for node naming purposes.
The second parameter specified in the variables.ini file is els1. This parameter provides
the number of elements on each edge of the far section edges. For example, the default value of
20 creates a model with 20 elements along each segment B1E, EF, C1F, B1C1, C1D1, C1H, GH,
and D1G. Thus, the far sections would be composed of two trapezoids both containing 400
elements, as shown in Figure 3. The restrictions placed on this value are that it be a multiple of
10, a factor of 1000, and a value less than 1000. Increasing the value of this parameter results in
a finer mesh further away from the magma source but may greatly increase computation time.
Therefore, this parameter, as well as the els2 and els3 parameters discussed below, allows the
user to strike a balance between model precision and computational efficiency. This is an
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Figure 4: Result of Changes to inRange. The model on the left has the default value of 50 km for
inRange. The model on the right has a value of 90 km for inRange. The dimensions and geometry for
the “cutout” and “proximus” remain unchanged; only the dimensions of the “far sections” are changed
to provide the model radii and depths specified. Model radius and depth are equivalent in each model.

important point since computational requirements of FEMs are much greater than those for
analytical solutions. Hence, it may be necessary to minimize the computational time for an FEM
embedded in an iterative inverse scheme, since each parameter perturbation requires a recompute of an FEM.
The third parameter, bias1, specifies the spacing of nodes along segments B1E, C1F and
D1G, with a value of 1.0 providing equal spacing and smaller values concentrating nodes (and,
hence, elements) nearer the “cutout” (Abaqus, 2004). The default value of 0.85 is shown in
Figure 3. Adjusting this parameter can also be used to help equalize element height-to-width
ratios, producing elements with relatively less distortion. Figure 5 demonstrates how changes to
els1 and bias1 affect the mesh.
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Figure 5: Result of Changes to els1 and bias1. The model on the left has the default values of 20
for els1 and 0.85 for bias1. The model on the right has a value of 40 for els1, providing 4 times the
number of elements in the “far sections.” The mesh fineness of the “cutout” and “proximus” remain
unchanged. The value for bias1 has been set at 0.95 for the model on the right.

The fourth parameter, els2, provides the number of elements per kilometer along each
edge of the “cutout” (i.e., segments A2B2, B2C2, C2D2, D2L2, K2L2, J2K2, I2J2 and A2I2).
Elements of the same size and shape are created for the entire interior of the “cutout.” Figure 6
illustrates the arrangement of elements within the “cutout” for the default value of 4 as well as
for a value of 10 for comparison. The restrictions placed on this value are that it be greater than
1, a factor of 100, and a multiple of one-tenth the value given for els1.
The fifth parameter, els3, provides the number of elements on the edges of the
“proximus” above and below the magma chamber along the axis of symmetry (i.e., segments I3P
and L3Q). These elements lie in roughly concentric circles around the chamber wall, with
distortions to account for the change in geometry from a circular edge to orthogonal edges.
Figure 7 illustrates the arrangement of these elements for the default value of 19, as well
demonstrating how changes to els3 affect the mesh. The value for els3 must be less than 10 000.
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The sixth parameter, inRadius, specifies the dimension of the spherical magma chamber.
The radius should be expressed in meters and must be a value greater than 10, less than 2000,
and a multiple of 10 meters. The default value, as illustrated in Figure 7, is 500 meters. Figure 8
demonstrates how changes to inRadius affect the model geometry.
10 km

10 km

free surface

axis of symmetry

∆P

axis of symmetry

∆P

free surface

z

z
r

r

Figure 6: Result of Changes to els2. These figures show a detailed view of the “cutout” and
“proximus” areas of the model. The model on the left has the default value of 4 for els2. This value is
equivalent to the number of elements along the axis of symmetry from the free surface to the top of the
“proximus.” The model on the right has a value of 10 for els2. The mesh of the “proximus” is also
affected by this value; thus, the mesh fineness in this area increases as well. The mesh fineness of the
“far sections” remains unchanged.

The seventh parameter, inDepth, specifies the depth to the center of the spherical magma
chamber. The depth should be expressed in meters and be a multiple of 10 meters. The chamber
wall cannot extend beyond the “proximus” and, thus, must be a value greater than or equal to the
sum of inRadius and the depth of node I3 (i.e., inRadius + 1000 meters) and less than or equal to
the depth of node L3 minus inRadius (i.e., 5000 meters – inRadius). The default value, as
illustrated in Figure 7 is 3000 meters. Figure 9 demonstrates how changes to inDepth affect the
model geometry. Values for magma chamber depth or radius outside of these restrictions are
possible, but will require altering the source code.
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Figure 7: Result of Changes to els3. These figures show a detailed view of the “cutout” and
“proximus” areas of the model. The model on the left has a value of 6 for els3. This value is equivalent
to the number of concentric rings of elements about the magma chamber within the “proximus.” The
model on the right has the default value of 19 for els3. The mesh fineness of the “cutout” and “far
sections” remains unchanged. The magma chamber radius is 500 meters and chamber depth is 3000
meters in both models.

The next three parameters, material, youngs, and poisons describe the rheological
properties of the model. The Volcano Builder executable produces a homogeneous model, so
these properties apply to the entire model domain. The material parameter is a string variable that
specifies the user-supplied name of the homogeneous material. The value must comply with
Abaqus requirements for such a name (Abaqus, 2004). The default value is “basalt.” The youngs
parameter provides the Young’s modulus for the elastic material. This should be expressed in
scientific notation in the same format as the default. The poisons parameter provides the
Poisson’s ratio for the elastic material. The default values of 6.e+10 for youngs and 0.25 for
poisons are according to the values for basalt by Turcotte and Schubert (2002).
The magnitude of the distributed load applied to the interior of the chamber wall is
provided by the final parameter, pressure. This value in pascals should be expressed in scientific
notation in the same format as the default. The default value of 1.e6 provides for 1 Mpa of
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pressure distributed along the chamber wall. Positive values for this parameter provide for
intrusion, whereas negative values provide for extrusion.
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Figure 8: Result of Changes to inRadius. These figures show a detailed view of the “cutout” and
“proximus” areas of the model. The model on the left has a value of 250 meters for inRadius; the
model on the right has a value of 750 meters. The value of els3 remains the default.

2.3 Using the Table Extractor Executables
Processing the resulting .inp file with Abaqus produces an output database file (.odb
extension) that can be opened in the CAE environment in Abaqus (Abaqus, 2004). A data file
(.dat extension) is also produced that contains node names, positions and displacement for all
nodes along the free surface of the model. However, the data file may contain an extensive
header and footer, which may make importing the node output table into other software
inconvenient. Therefore, the Mendoza Suite includes two table extractor executables. The
function of these executables is identical; they differ in the method by which the user supplies
the filename. The tableextractor.exe program uses the filename specified in the filename.ini file,
whereas the tableextractorprompt.exe program prompts the user for a filename to use. As is the
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Figure 9: Result of Changes to inDepth. These figures show a detailed view of the “cutout” and
“proximus” areas of the model. The model on the left has a value of 2500 meters for inDepth; the
model on the right has a value of 3500 meters. The value of els3 remains the default.

case for the filename.ini file, this input should exclude the file extension. These programs search
the .dat file and create an ASCII table containing only the node data as a .tbl file. The total
number of surface nodes is also calculated and output as a .nod file. These output files facilitate
the automated import and manipulation of simulation results into a calling program. For using
such an automated procedure, the tableextractor.exe is recommended. The
tableextractorprompt.exe program is useful when the user needs to extract table data but doesn’t
wish to alter the filename.ini file. It is imperative that the table extractor executable, the .dat file
to be processed, and (if using tableextractor.exe) the filename.ini file are all in the same working
directory.

3 Results
3.1 Model Validation
An FEM resulting from the Volcano Builder conforms to the assumptions of HEHS
solutions. As Figure 10 illustrates, comparison of surface deformation from the FEM to the
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analytical model indicates the FEM produces an excellent numerical approximation to the Mogi
model, thus validating the numerical method. The maximum error in radial displacement for any
node is 1.70 × 10-6 meters, with a mean error of 8.3 × 10-7 meters and a standard deviation of 3.4
× 10-7 meters. Thus, the mean error is <1.4% of the mean radial displacement for all surface node
positions. The maximum error in vertical displacement for any node is 4.68 × 10-6 meters, with a
mean error of 1.42 × 10-6 meters and a standard deviation of 9.8 × 10-7 meters. Thus, the mean
error is <1.7% of the mean vertical displacement for all surface node positions. Moreover, I can
test whether a linear inverse solution can be achieved using the FEM data. By using a Mogi
solution with variables equivalent to the executable’s variables, with the exception of change in
magma pressure (∆P), I can recapture the correct value of ∆P, even with 10% random distortion

displacement (meters)

applied to the analytical results.

uz

ur

distance from axis of symmetry (meters)
Figure 10: Comparison of FEM Solutions to an Analytical Solution. The blue line is a plot of the
displacement in the vertical direction as described by Mogi’s analytical model (1958) using the
parameters given below. The blue dots are plots of the vertical displacement provided by the FEM
using those same parameters. The red line is a plot of the displacement in the radial direction for the
given parameters. The red dots are plots of the radial displacement provided by the FEM using those
same parameters. Parameters for the analytical and numerical models are: depth of magma chamber
center = 3,000 m, radius of magma chamber = 500 m, change in magma pressure = 1 Mpa, shear
10
10
modulus = 2.4 × 10 , Poisson’s ratio = 0.25, and Young’s modulus = 6.0 × 10 .
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3.2 Proof of Concept – Okmok Volcano
By utilizing a volcanic system’s deformation signature (e.g., InSAR), I can constrain its
magmatic migration and storage by using inverse methods and numerical models. I demonstrate
this by estimating the magmatic source parameters based on InSAR-observed deformation of the
1997 eruption of Okmok Volcano, Alaska. The InSAR data bracketing the volcano’s 1997
eruption is exemplary, with a high signal-to-noise ratio. The surface deformation resulting from
the eruption is nearly symmetrical, which facilitates the use of a more simplistic model – i.e., an
axisymmetric model may be used initially, rather than a more complex 3-D model. The
topography of Okmok, which has a relatively gentle slope, eliminates the need to compensate for
projection distortions associated with an irregular free surface. Thus, Okmok is an excellent
specimen for this analysis, which simulates volcano deformation due to a spherical magma
chamber embedded in an axisymmetric problem domain with a flat free surface. An FEM of
Okmok Volcano is built with Abaqus through the Volcano Builder using a general construction
rather than one specifically designed for Okmok. This provides the added benefit of
demonstrating the ability of the program to be used in a variety of applications, not simply a
particular volcanic system.
As shown in Figure 11, I use a grid search method that sweeps through magma chamber
depth parameters using the Volcano Builder, using the default variables for all other parameters.
This assumes a constant initial magma chamber radius and a problem domain with a
configuration that is consistent with those of previous studies (Lu et al., 2005; Masterlark, 2007;
Masterlark et al., 2010). Surface node data from these simulations is extracted using the Table
Extractor and imported into an IDL (ITT Visual Information Solutions, 2006) script to be
quantitatively compared to actual deformation amounts acquired from the InSAR data with the
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sign of the deformation set to account for deflation (here, negative). In order to relate the
axisymmetric predictions to 3-D displacements, and finally to line-of-sight displacements, the
surface node displacement is interpolated, converted from polar to Cartesian coordinates, and
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 11: Comparison of FEM Solutions to InSAR Data. These figures show the residual
difference between real-world InSAR data showing deformation due to the 1997 eruption of Okmok
Volcano, Alaska and the values predicted by the FEM for a spherical magma chamber centered at (a)
2500 m, (b) 2600 m, (c) 2700 m, (d) 2800 m, (e) 2900 m, (f) 3000 m, and (g) 3100 m. Figure 3h
provides a color key for figures a-g. Pixels closest to zero difference between predicted and observed
values are shown as green. As indicated by the graph in Figure 12, an FEM with a magma chamber
centered at 3100 m (figure 3g) provides the least error, with the misfit again increasing as depth of the
chamber is increased. Axis scales for figures a-g indicate distance in meters from the axis of
symmetry.
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(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Figure 11 (cont.)

then scaled by the line-of-sight vector. The discrepancy between the simulated deformation and
the actual deformation is stored using the sum of squares error. The graph in Figure 12 indicates
that minimization of the sum of squares error indicates an optimum magma chamber depth at
~3100 meters, which minimizes the sum of squares error and is compatible with estimates of
previous studies utilizing the Mogi (1958) model (Fournier et al., 2009; Lu et al., 2005;
Masterlark, 2007; Masterlark et al., 2010; Miyagi et al., 2004).
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Figure 12: Sum of Squares Error at Depths. Red dots represent the inDepth values of FEMs
produced by the Volcano Builder executable that were used in a comparison with InSAR data for the
1997 eruption of Okmok Volcano. The x-axis gives the depth of the magma chamber center for each
model. The y-axis gives the sum of squares error of the comparison of the simulation deformation to
the InSAR data. The sum of squares error is minimized at ~3100 m.

4 Future Applications
The more detail that can be surmised regarding a magma chamber's characteristics, the
more accurately geologists can understand and even predict how a volcano will behave. I present
methods to embed FEMs in nonlinear inverse analyses that can estimate source parameters for
volcano deformation systems and a deployment model that makes these methods accessible to
other researchers by using existing FEM and general-purpose data analysis software and highperformance computing clusters. These capabilities will influence ongoing analyses and
interpretations of the 1997-2008 eruption cycle for Okmok volcano (Larsen et al., 2009), as well
as advance the quantitative simulation capabilities for future volcano deformation targets. The
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methods presented here are also amenable to analyzing deformation data other than InSAR, such
as GPS, leveling, tilt meters, and any multitemporal deformation data, including multiple
topographic surveys.
Future work in this research will include expanding the versatility of the Volcano Builder
executable to include greater ranges for variables and more complex geometries. Afterward,
focus will be on extending the FEMs to full 3-D representations. Whereas the proof-of concept
implemented an axisymmetric domain, full 3-D domains will allow the inclusion of topography,
even more complex magma source geometry, and specification of heterogeneous material
properties.
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Appendix A: volcanobuilder.exe C++ Source Code
//****************************************************************************
// Programmer:
Jonathan Stone
//
// This program creates an ABAQUS script for multiple perturbations of a volcano deformation
// finite element model.
//
// Input is an external file for all variables and an external file for the output filename.
//
// Output is an ABAQUS script file.
//****************************************************************************
#include <iostream>
#include <string>
#include <fstream>
#include <sstream>
using namespace std;
// Function prototypes
void OutScript (int range, int els1, float bias1, int els2, int rings, int radius, int depth,
string material, string youngs, float poissons, string pressure, string fileName);
// Definition of constants
int cutout = 1000;
// Dimension (dekameters) of B1C1 & D1C1
// (must be a factor of range > 300)
int outdepth = 100; // Depth (dam) to outer shell (static)
int main()
{
// Definition of local variables
float bias1;
// Bias for far sections
int depth;
// Depth (dam) of magma chamber center
int els1;
// Number of elements on far section edges (must be a factor of cutout &
// els1*outdepth must be a multiple of cutout)
int els2;
// Number of elements on A2I3
// (must be a factor of outdepth > 1 & multiple of els1*outdepth/cutout)
int els3;
// Number of elements on I3N
string fileName; // User-specified output filename
int inDepth;
// Depth (m) of magma chamber center
ifstream inName; // Input from filename file
int inRadius;
// Radius (m) of magma chamber
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int inRange;
ifstream inVar;
string material;
float poissons;
string pressure;
int radius;
int range;
int rings;
string youngs;

// Dimension (km) of AE & AG
// Input from variables file
// User-specified material name
// Poisson's ratio for material
// Change in pressure (Pa) applied to chamber wall
// Radius (dam) of magma chamber
// Dimension (dam) of AE & AG
// Number of nodes on I3N
// Young's modulus for material

// Open variables file
inVar.open("variable.ini");
if (!inVar)
{
cout << "Input file failed to open!\n";
exit(1);
}
// Extract values from variables file
inVar >> inRange; // Depth or radius of domain (km)
// (must be a multiple of 10 >10 & <100 (default is 50))
if (inRange <= 10)
{
cout << "Error: Range must be greater than 10 km\n";
exit(1);
}
if (inRange >= 100)
{
cout << "Error: Range must be less than 100 km\n";
exit(1);
}
if (inRange%10 != 0)
{
cout << "Error: Range must be a multiple of 10 km\n";
exit(1);
}
range = inRange*100;
inVar >> els1;
// Number of elements on far section edges
// (must be a factor of 1000 & a multiple of 10 (default is 20))
if (els1 >= 1000)
{
cout << "Error: Number of elements on far section edges must be less than 1000\n";
exit(1);
}
if (cutout%els1 != 0)
{
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cout << "Error: Number of elements on far section edges must be a factor of 1000\n";
exit(1);
}
if (els1%10 != 0)
{
cout << "Error: Number of elements on far section edges must be a multiple of 10\n";
exit(1);
}
inVar >> bias1;
// Bias for far sections (default is 0.85)
inVar >> els2;
// Number of elements per km on intermediate section edges (default is 4)
if (els2 < 2)
{
cout << "Error: Number of elements per km on intermediate section edges must be\n";
cout << "greater than 1\n";
exit(1);
}
if (outdepth%els2 != 0)
{
cout << "Error: Number of elements per km on intermediate section edges must be\n";
cout << "a factor of 100\n";
exit(1);
}
if (els2%(els1*outdepth/cutout) != 0)
{
cout << "Error: Number of elements per km on intermediate section edges must be\n";
cout << "a multiple of one tenth the number of elements on far section edges\n";
exit(1);
}
inVar >> els3;
// Number of elements on near section edges (default is 19)
if (els3 >= 9999)
{
cout << "Error: Number of elements on near section edges must be less than 9999\n";
exit(1);
}
rings = els3+1;
inVar >> inRadius; // Radius (m) of magma chamber (must be a multiple of 10 <2000 m))
if (inRadius == 0)
{
cout << "Error: Chamber radius must be at least 10 m\n";
exit(1);
}
if (inRadius >= 2000)
{
cout << "Error: Chamber radius must be less than 2000 m\n";
exit(1);
}
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if (inRadius%10 != 0)
{
cout << "Error: Chamber radius must be a multiple of 10 m\n";
exit(1);
}
radius = inRadius/10;
inVar >> inDepth; // Depth (m) of magma chamber center
// (must be a multiple of 10 >=(1000 m + chamber radius) & <=5000 m chamber radius)
if (inDepth < 1000+inRadius)
{
cout << "Error: Magma chamber center is too shallow for this model\n";
exit(1);
}
if (inDepth > 5000-inRadius)
{
cout << "Error: Magma chamber center is too deep for this model\n";
exit(1);
}
if (inDepth%10 != 0)
{
cout << "Error: Depth of magma chamber center must be a multiple of 10 m\n";
exit(1);
}
depth = inDepth/10;
inVar >> material; // Name of the homogeneous material to be defined (default is basalt)
inVar >> youngs; // Young's modulus for material (default is 6.e+10)
inVar >> poissons; // Poisson's ratio for material (default is 0.25)
inVar >> pressure; // Change in pressure (Pa) applied to chamber wall
// (positive values indicate intrusion; negative values indicate extrusion
// (default is 1.e6))
// Open filename file and extract filename
inName.open("filename.ini");
if (!inName)
{
cout << "Input file failed to open!\n";
exit(1);
}
inName >> fileName;
// Name of output file (omit .inp extension)
// For debugging purposes
// cout << "range = " << range << endl;
// cout << "els1 = " << els1 << endl;
// cout << "bias1 = " << bias1 << endl;
// cout << "els2 = " << els2 << endl;
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// cout << "rings = " << rings << endl;
// cout << "radius = " << radius << endl;
// cout << "depth = " << depth << endl;
// Create output file
OutScript (range, els1, bias1, els2, rings, radius, depth, material, youngs, poissons, pressure,
fileName);
return 0;
}
// Function: OutScript()
//
// This function creates the ABAQUS script file.
void OutScript (int range, int els1, float bias1, int els2, int rings, int radius, int depth, string
material, string youngs, float poissons, string pressure, string fileName)
{
// Definition of local variables
int A1 = 100000000;
// Node name of point A1 (origin)
int A2 = 200000000;
// Node name of point A2 (origin)
int bufferratio = 1;
// Ratio of far section to middle section elements
int buffer1;
// Long dimension (dam) of outer buffer
int buffer1els;
// Number of elements on buffer1 column or row
int buffer1far = cutout/els1;
// Dimension (dam) of outer buffer along far edge
int buffer2 = outdepth/els2;
// Dimension (dam) of inner buffer
int B1 = A1+10000*cutout;
// Node name of point B1
int B2 = A2+10000*(cutout-buffer2);
// Node name of point B2
int C1 = A1+10000*cutout+cutout;
// Node name of point C1
int C2 = A2+10000*(cutout-buffer2)+cutout-buffer2;
// Node name of point C2
int C2above;
// Node name of last point included in buffer1 column
int C2left;
// Node name of last point included in buffer1 row
int center = 300000000;
// Node name for magma chamber center
int D1 = A1+cutout;
// Node name of point D1
int D2 = A2+cutout-buffer2;
// Node name of point D2
int E = A1+10000*range;
// Node name of point E
int F = A1+10000*range+cutout;
// Node name of point F
int G = A1+range;
// Node name of point G
int H = A1+10000*cutout+range;
// Node name of point H
int I2 = A2+outdepth-buffer2;
// Node name of point I2
int I3 = center+10000*(8*els2)+rings;
// Node name of point I3
int J2 = A2+10000*(2*outdepth+buffer2)+outdepth-buffer2;
// Node name of point J2
int J3 = center+10000*(6*els2)+rings;
// Node name of point J3
int K2 = A2+10000*(2*outdepth+buffer2)+5*outdepth+buffer2; // Node name of point K2
int K3 = center+10000*(2*els2)+rings;
// Node name of point K3
int L2 = A2+5*outdepth+buffer2;
// Node name of point L2
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int L3 = center+rings;
// Node name of point L3
int M = A2+10000*(2*outdepth+buffer2);
// Node name of point M
int N = A2+10000*(2*outdepth+buffer2)+cutout-buffer2;
// Node name of point N
int wallbottom = center+1;
// Node name for bottom of magma chamber
int wallcenter = center+10000*(4*els2)+1;
// Node name for point at center of chamber
// wall
int walltop = center+10000*(8*els2)+1;
// Node name for top of magma chamber
ofstream out;
// Output to external file
// Calculate buffer1 & buffer1els
if (buffer2 <= buffer1far)
buffer1 = buffer1far;
else
buffer1 = buffer2;
buffer1els = int(cutout/buffer1)-1;
// Calculate C2above & C2left
C2above = A2+10000*(cutout-buffer2)+(buffer1els*buffer1);
C2left = A2+10000*(buffer1els*buffer1)+(cutout-buffer2);
// Open output file
std::stringstream outFile;
outFile << fileName << ".inp";
std::ofstream saveFile(outFile.str().c_str());
out.open(outFile.str().c_str());
if (!out)
{
cout << "Output file failed to open!\n";
exit(1);
}
// Print output file
out << "*HEADING" << endl;
out << "Axisymmetric_Chamber" << endl;
out << "**" << endl;
out << "**Node#: placeholder, distance(dam), depth(dam); coordinates(m)" << endl;
out << "*NODE" << endl;
out << "**A2" << endl;
out << A2 << ",0.,0." << endl;
out << "**B1" << endl;
out << B1 << "," << 10*cutout << ".,0." << endl;
out << "**B2" << endl;
out << B2 << "," << 10*(cutout-buffer2) << ".,0." << endl;
out << "**C1" << endl;
out << C1 << "," << 10*cutout << ".,-" << 10*cutout << "." << endl;
out << "**C2" << endl;
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out << C2 << "," << 10*(cutout-buffer2) << ".,-" << 10*(cutout-buffer2) << "." << endl;
out << "**chamber center" << endl;
out << center << ",0.,-" << 10*depth << "." << endl;
out << "**D1" << endl;
out << D1 << ",0.,-" << 10*cutout << "." << endl;
out << "**D2" << endl;
out << D2 << ",0.,-" << 10*(cutout-buffer2) << "." << endl;
out << "**E" << endl;
out << E << "," << 10*range << ".,0." << endl;
out << "**F" << endl;
out << F << "," << 10*range << ".,-" << 10*range << "." << endl;
out << "**G" << endl;
out << G << ",0.,-" << 10*range << "." << endl;
out << "**H" << endl;
out << H << "," << 10*range << ".,-" << 10*range << "." << endl;
out << "**I2" << endl;
out << I2 << ",0.,-" << 10*(outdepth-buffer2) << "." << endl;
out << "**I3" << endl;
out << I3 << ",0.,-" << 10*(outdepth) << "." << endl;
out << "**J2" << endl;
out << J2 << "," << 10*(2*outdepth+buffer2) << ".,-" << 10*(outdepth-buffer2) << "." <<
endl;
out << "**J3" << endl;
out << J3<< "," << 10*(2*outdepth) << ".,-" << 10*(outdepth) << "." << endl;
out << "**K2" << endl;
out << K2 << "," << 10*(2*outdepth+buffer2) << ".,-" << 10*(5*outdepth+buffer2) << "." <<
endl;
out << "**K3" << endl;
out << K3 << "," << 10*(2*outdepth) << ".,-" << 10*(5*outdepth) << "." << endl;
out << "**L2" << endl;
out << L2 << ",0.,-" << 10*(5*outdepth+buffer2) << "." << endl;
out << "**L3" << endl;
out << L3 << ",0.,-" << 10*(5*outdepth) << "." << endl;
out << "**M" << endl;
out << M << "," << 10*(2*outdepth+buffer2) << ".,0." << endl;
out << "**N" << endl;
out << N << "," << 10*(2*outdepth+buffer2) << ".,-" << 10*(cutout-buffer2) << "." << endl;
out << "**bottom of chamber" << endl;
out << wallbottom << ",0.,-" << 10*(depth+radius) << "." << endl;
out << "**center of chamber wall" << endl;
out << wallcenter << "," << 10*radius << ".,-" << 10*depth << "." << endl;
out << "**top of chamber" << endl;
out << walltop << ",0.,-" << 10*(depth-radius) << "." << endl;
out << "**Create far sections" << endl;
out << "**Create line B1C1" << endl;
out << "*NGEN,NSET=B1C1" << endl;
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out << B1 << "," << C1 << "," << int(cutout/els1) << endl;
out << "**Create line D1C1" << endl;
out << "*NGEN,NSET=D1C1" << endl;
out << D1 << "," << C1 << "," << 10000*int(cutout/els1) << endl;
out << "**Create line C1H" << endl;
out << "*NSET,NSET=C1H,GENERATE" << endl;
out << C1 << "," << H << "," << int((range-cutout)/els1) << endl;
out << "**Create line C1F" << endl;
out << "*NSET,NSET=C1F,GENERATE" << endl;
out << C1 << "," << F << "," << 10000*int((range-cutout)/els1) << endl;
out << "**Create line EF" << endl;
out << "*NGEN,NSET=EF" << endl;
out << E << "," << F << "," << int(cutout/els1) << endl;
out << "**Create line GH" << endl;
out << "*NGEN,NSET=GH" << endl;
out << G << "," << H << "," << 10000*int(cutout/els1) << endl;
out << "*NFILL,BIAS=" << bias1 << ",NSET=C1FEB1" << endl;
out << "B1C1,EF," << els1 << "," << 10000*int((range-cutout)/els1) << endl;
out << "*NFILL,BIAS=" << bias1 << ",NSET=GHC1D1" << endl;
out << "D1C1,GH," << els1 << "," << int((range-cutout)/els1) << endl;
out << "*MPC" << endl;
out << "TIE,C1F,C1H" << endl;
out << "**Create middle sections" << endl;
out << "**Create line A2I2" << endl;
out << "*NGEN,NSET=A2I2" << endl;
out << A2 << "," << I2 << "," << buffer2 << endl;
out << "**Create line MJ2" << endl;
out << "*NGEN,NSET=MJ2" << endl;
out << M << "," << J2 << "," << buffer2 << endl;
out << "*NFILL,NSET=A2MJ2I2" << endl;
out << "A2I2,MJ2," << 2*els2+1 << "," << 10000*buffer2 << endl;
out << "**Create line MB2" << endl;
out << "*NGEN,NSET=MB2" << endl;
out << M << "," << B2 << "," << 10000*buffer2 << endl;
out << "**Create line NC2" << endl;
out << "*NGEN,NSET=NC2" << endl;
out << N << "," << C2 << "," << 10000*buffer2 << endl;
out << "*NFILL,NSET=MB2C2N" << endl;
out << "MB2,NC2," << int(cutout/buffer2)-1 << "," << buffer2 << endl;
out << "**Create line L2D2" << endl;
out << "*NGEN,NSET=L2D2" << endl;
out << L2 << "," << D2 << "," << buffer2 << endl;
out << "**Create line K2N" << endl;
out << "*NGEN,NSET=K2N" << endl;
out << K2 << "," << N << "," << buffer2 << endl;
out << "*NFILL,NSET=L2K2ND2" << endl;
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out << "L2D2,K2N," << 2*els2+1 << "," << 10000*buffer2 << endl;
out << "**Create inner section" << endl;
out << "**Create chamber wall" << endl;
out << "*NGEN,LINE=C,NSET=wall" << endl;
out << wallbottom << "," << wallcenter << ",10000," << center << endl;
out << wallcenter << "," << walltop << ",10000," << center << endl;
out << "**Create outer shell" << endl;
out << "*NGEN,NSET=shell" << endl;
out << L3 << "," << K3 << ",10000" << endl;
out << K3 << "," << J3 << ",10000" << endl;
out << J3 << "," << I3 << ",10000" << endl;
out << "*NFILL,NSET=proximus" << endl;
out << "wall,shell," << rings-1 << "," << 1 << endl;
out << "**Create axis of symmetry" << endl;
out << "*NSET,NSET=axis,GENERATE" << endl;
out << walltop << "," << I3 << ",1" << endl;
out << wallbottom << "," << L3 << ",1" << endl;
out << D1 << "," << G << "," << int((range-cutout)/els1) << endl;
out << "*NSET,NSET=axis" << endl;
out << "A2I2,L2D2" << endl;
out << "**Designate surface" << endl;
out << "*NSET,NSET=surface,GENERATE" << endl;
out << A2 << "," << M << "," << 10000*buffer2 << endl;
out << B1 << "," << E << "," << 10000*int((range-cutout)/els1) << endl;
out << "*NSET,NSET=surface" << endl;
out << "MB2" << endl;
out << "*ELEMENT,TYPE=CAX4" << endl;
out << "**C1FEB1" << endl;
out << B1+int(cutout/els1) << "," << B1+int(cutout/els1) << ","
<< B1+10000*int((range-cutout)/els1)+int((cutout)/els1) << "," <<
B1+10000*int((range-cutout)/els1) << "," << B1 << endl;
out << "**GHC1D1" << endl;
out << D1+int((range-cutout)/els1) << "," << D1+int((range-cutout)/els1) << ","
<< D1+10000*int(cutout/els1)+int((range-cutout)/els1) << "," <<
D1+10000*int(cutout/els1) << "," << D1 << endl;
out << "**A2MJ2I2" << endl;
out << A2+buffer2 << "," << A2+buffer2 << "," << A2+10000*buffer2+buffer2 << ","
<< A2+10000*buffer2 << "," << A2 << endl;
out << "**MB2C2N" << endl;
out << M+buffer2 << "," << M+buffer2 << "," << M+10000*buffer2+buffer2 << ","
<< M+10000*buffer2 << "," << M << endl;
out << "**L2K2ND2" << endl;
out << L2+buffer2 << "," << L2+buffer2 << "," << L2+10000*buffer2+buffer2 << ","
<< L2+10000*buffer2 << "," << L2 << endl;
out << "**proximus" << endl;
out << wallbottom << "," << wallbottom << "," << wallbottom+1 << ","
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<< wallbottom+10000+1 << "," << wallbottom+10000 << endl;
out << "**Create inner buffer" << endl;
out << "*ELEMENT,ELSET=buffer2,TYPE=CAX4" << endl;
out << "**Create bottom row" << endl;
for (int loop = 0; loop < 2*els2; loop++)
out << 400000001+loop << "," << L2+10000*(loop*buffer2) << ","
<< L2+10000*((loop+1)*buffer2) << "," << L3+10000*(loop+1) << ","
<< L3+10000*loop << endl;
out << "**Create bottom corner" << endl;
out << 400000001+2*els2 << "," << K2-10000*buffer2 << "," << K2 << "," << K2-buffer2
<< "," << K3 << endl;
out << "**Create column" << endl;
for (int loop = 0; loop < 4*els2; loop++)
out << 400000001+2*els2+loop+1 << "," << K3+10000*loop << ","
<< K2-(loop+1)*buffer2 << "," << K2-(loop+2)*buffer2 << "," << K3+10000*(loop+1)
<< endl;
out << "**Create top corner" << endl;
out << 400000002+6*els2 << "," << J3 << "," << J2+buffer2 << "," << J2 << ","
<< J2-10000*buffer2 << endl;
out << "**Create top row" << endl;
for (int loop = 0; loop < 2*els2; loop++)
out << 400000003+6*els2+loop << "," << J3+10000*(loop+1) << "," << J3+10000*loop
<< "," << J2-10000*((loop+1)*buffer2) << "," << J2-10000*((loop+2)*buffer2) << endl;
out << "**Create outer buffer" << endl;
out << "*ELEMENT,ELSET=buffer1,TYPE=CAX4" << endl;
out << "**Create column" << endl;
for (int loop = 0; loop < buffer1els; loop++)
out << 300000000+B2+loop*buffer1 << "," << B2+(loop+1)*buffer1 << ","
<< B1+(loop+1)*buffer1 << "," << B1+loop*buffer1 << "," << B2+loop*buffer1
<< endl;
out << "**Create row" << endl;
for (int loop = 0; loop < buffer1els; loop++)
out << 300000000+D2+10000*(loop*buffer1) << "," << D1+10000*(loop*buffer1) << ","
<< D1+10000*((loop+1)*buffer1) << "," << D2+10000*((loop+1)*buffer1) << ","
<< D2+10000*(loop*buffer1) << endl;
out << "**Create corner" << endl;
if (C2 == C2above)
out << 300000000+C2 << "," << C1-10000*buffer1 << "," << C1 << "," << C1-buffer1
<< "," << C2 << endl;
else
{
out << 300000000+C2above << "," << C2 << "," << C1 << "," << C1-buffer1 << ","
<< C2above << endl;
out << 300000000+C2left << "," << C1-10000*buffer1 << "," << C1 << "," << C2 << ","
<< C2left << endl;
}
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if (buffer1 != buffer2)
{
out << "**Define outer buffer multi-point constraints" << endl;
out << "*MPC" << endl;
out << "**Define column constraints" << endl;
for (int loop = 0; loop < buffer1els; loop++)
{
if (buffer1 > buffer2)
{
bufferratio = buffer1/buffer2;
for (int mpcloop = 1; mpcloop < bufferratio; mpcloop++)
out << "LINEAR, " << B2+loop*buffer1+mpcloop*buffer2 << ", "
<< B2+loop*buffer1 << ", " << B2+(loop+1)*buffer1 << endl;
}
if (buffer1 < buffer2)
{
bufferratio = buffer2/buffer1;
for (int mpcloop = 1; mpcloop < bufferratio; mpcloop++)
out << "LINEAR, " << B1+(loop+1)*buffer1+mpcloop*buffer1 << ", "
<< B1+loop*buffer1 << ", " << B1+(loop+1)*buffer1 << endl;
}
}
out << "**Define row constraints" << endl;
for (int loop = 0; loop < buffer1els; loop++)
{
if (buffer1 > buffer2)
{
bufferratio = buffer1/buffer2;
for (int mpcloop = 1; mpcloop < bufferratio; mpcloop++)
out << "LINEAR, " << D2+10000*(loop*buffer1+mpcloop*buffer2) << ", "
<< D2+10000*(loop*buffer1) << ", " << D2+10000*((loop+1)*buffer1) << endl;
}
if (buffer1 < buffer2)
{
bufferratio = buffer2/buffer1;
for (int mpcloop = 1; mpcloop < bufferratio; mpcloop++)
out << "LINEAR, " << D1+10000*(loop*buffer1+mpcloop*buffer1) << ", "
<< D1+10000*(loop*buffer1) << ", " << D1+10000*((loop+1)*buffer1) << endl;
}
}
if (buffer1 > buffer2 && C2 != C2above)
{
bufferratio = buffer1/buffer2;
if (bufferratio > 2)
{
out << "**Define corner constraints" << endl;
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for (int mpcloop = 1; mpcloop < bufferratio-1; mpcloop++)
out << "LINEAR, " << C2above+mpcloop*buffer2 << ", " << C2above << ", "
<< C2 << endl;
for (int mpcloop = 1; mpcloop < bufferratio-1; mpcloop++)
out << "LINEAR, " << C2left+10000*(mpcloop*buffer2) << ", " << C2left << ", "
<< C2 << endl;
}
}
if (buffer1 < buffer2)
{
bufferratio = buffer2/buffer1;
out << "**Define corner constraints" << endl;
for (int mpcloop = 1; mpcloop < bufferratio; mpcloop++)
{
out << "LINEAR, " << C1-buffer1+mpcloop*buffer1 << ", " << C1-buffer1 << ", "
<< C1 << endl;
out << "LINEAR, " << C1-10000*buffer1+10000*(mpcloop*buffer1) << ", "
<< C1-10000*buffer1 << ", " << C1 << endl;
}
}
}
out << "*ELGEN,ELSET=C1FEB1" << endl;
out << B1+int(cutout/els1) << "," << els1 << "," << 10000*int((range-cutout)/els1) << ","
<< 10000*int((range-cutout)/els1) << "," << els1 << "," << int(cutout/els1) << "," <<
int(cutout/els1) << endl;
out << "*ELGEN,ELSET=GHC1D1" << endl;
out << D1+int((range-cutout)/els1) << "," << els1 << "," << 10000*int(cutout/els1) << ","
<< 10000*int(cutout/els1) << "," << els1 << "," << int((range-cutout)/els1) << ","
<< int((range-cutout)/els1) << endl;
out << "*ELGEN,ELSET=A2MJ2I2" << endl;
out << A2+buffer2 << "," << 2*els2+1 << "," << 10000*buffer2 << "," << 10000*buffer2
<< "," << els2-1 << "," << buffer2 << "," << buffer2 << endl;
out << "*ELGEN,ELSET=MB2C2N" << endl;
out << M+buffer2 << "," << int(cutout/buffer2)-2*els2-2 << "," << 10000*buffer2 << ","
<< 10000*buffer2 << "," << int(cutout/buffer2)-1 << "," << buffer2 << "," << buffer2
<< endl;
out << "*ELGEN,ELSET=L2K2ND2" << endl;
out << L2+buffer2 << "," << 2*els2+1 << "," << 10000*buffer2 << "," << 10000*buffer2
<< "," << int(cutout/buffer2)-5*els2-2 << "," << buffer2 << "," << buffer2 << endl;
out << "*ELGEN,ELSET=proximus" << endl;
out << wallbottom << "," << 8*els2 << "," << 10000 << "," << 10000 << "," << rings-1 << ","
<< 1 << "," << 1 << endl;
out << "**Create chamber wall element set" << endl;
out << "*ELSET,ELSET=chamber,GENERATE" << endl;
out << wallbottom << "," << walltop-10000 << ",10000" << endl;
out << "** Collect all elements into a single set" << endl;
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out << "*ELSET,ELSET=allelements" << endl;
out << "C1FEB1,GHC1D1,A2MJ2I2,MB2C2N,L2K2ND2,proximus,buffer2,buffer1"
<< endl;
out << "**Set material properties" << endl;
out << "*SOLID SECTION,ELSET=allelements,MATERIAL=" << material << endl;
out << "1." << endl;
out << "*MATERIAL,NAME=" << material << endl;
out << "*ELASTIC" << endl;
out << youngs << "," << poissons << endl;
out << "*STEP" << endl;
out << "*STATIC" << endl;
out << "1.,1." << endl;
out << "*BOUNDARY, OP=NEW" << endl;
out << "EF,PINNED" << endl;
out << "GH,PINNED" << endl;
out << "axis,XSYMM" << endl;
out << "**Apply force" << endl;
out << "*DLOAD" << endl;
out << "chamber,P4," << pressure << endl;
out << "**Print nodal variables to .dat file" << endl;
out << "*EL PRINT,FREQUENCY=0" << endl;
out << "*NODE PRINT,FREQUENCY=1,NSET=surface" << endl;
out << "COORD,U1,U2" << endl;
out << "*END STEP" << endl;
// for debugging purposes
/*
cout << "buffer1: " << buffer1 << endl;
cout << "buffer2: " << buffer2 << endl;
cout << "bufferratio: " << bufferratio << endl;
cout << "C2: " << C2 << endl;
cout << "C2above: " << C2above << endl;
*/
return;
}
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Appendix B: tableextractor.exe C++ Source Code
//****************************************************************************
// Programmer:
Jonathan Stone
//
// This program truncates nodal data from an ABAQUS .dat file.
//
// Input is an external file for all variables and the ABAQUS .dat file.
//
// Output is a data table and an output file containing the number of lines in the table.
//****************************************************************************
#include <iostream>
#include <string>
#include <fstream>
#include <sstream>
using namespace std;
int main()
{
// Definition of variables
string fileName;
ifstream inName;
ifstream inTable;
int lineCounter = 0;
ofstream outTable;
ofstream outNodes;
string table;
int tableEnd;
int tableStart;

// User-specified filename
// Name of .dat file from variables file
// Table input from data file
// Number of nodes in data file
// Table output to external file
// Number of nodes output to external file
// Lines from table data file
// Table end signal
// Table start signal

// Open filename file and extract filename
inName.open("filename.ini");
if(!inName)
{
cout << "Input file failed to open!\n";
exit(1);
}
inName >> fileName;
// Name of .dat file
// Open data input file
std::stringstream inFileName;
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inFileName << fileName << ".dat";
inTable.open(inFileName.str().c_str());
if(!inTable)
{
cout << "Input file failed to open!\n";
exit(1);
}
// Open table output file
std::stringstream outFileName;
outFileName << fileName << ".tbl";
std::ofstream saveFile(outFileName.str().c_str());
outTable.open(outFileName.str().c_str());
if(!outTable)
{
cout << "Output file failed to open!\n";
exit(1);
}
// Print table output
getline(inTable, table);
while(inTable)
{
tableStart = table.find("FOOT-");
if (tableStart != -1)
{
inTable.ignore(1000, '\n');
inTable.ignore(1000, '\n');
getline(inTable, table);
while (tableStart != -1)
{
tableEnd = table.find("MAXIMUM");
if (tableEnd != -1)
tableStart = -1;
else
{
outTable << table << "\n";
lineCounter++;
getline(inTable, table);
}
}
}
else
getline(inTable, table);
}
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// Open and print number of nodes output file
std::stringstream outFileName2;
outFileName2 << fileName << ".nod";
std::ofstream saveFile2(outFileName2.str().c_str());
outNodes.open(outFileName2.str().c_str());
if(!outNodes)
{
cout << "Output file failed to open!\n";
exit(1);
}
outNodes << lineCounter - 1;
return 0;
}
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Appendix C: tableextractorprompt.exe C++ Source Code
//****************************************************************************
// Programmer:
Jonathan Stone
//
// This program truncates nodal data from an ABAQUS .dat file.
//
// Input is the file name and the ABAQUS .dat file.
//
// Output is a data table and an output file containing the number of lines in the table.
//****************************************************************************
#include <iostream>
#include <string>
#include <fstream>
#include <sstream>
using namespace std;
int main()
{
// Definition of variables
string fileName;
ifstream inTable;
int lineCounter = 0;
ofstream outTable;
ofstream outNodes;
string table;
int tableEnd;
int tableStart;

// User-specified filename
// Table input from data file
// Number of nodes in data file
// Table output to external file
// Number of nodes output to external file
// Lines from table data file
// Table end signal
// Table start signal

// Input data regarding external files
cout << "Input filename (excluding .dat extension): ";
getline(cin, fileName);
// Open data input file
std::stringstream inFileName;
inFileName << fileName << ".dat";
inTable.open(inFileName.str().c_str());
if(!inTable)
{
cout << "Input file failed to open!\n";
exit(1);
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}
// Open table output file
std::stringstream outFileName;
outFileName << fileName << ".tbl";
std::ofstream saveFile(outFileName.str().c_str());
outTable.open(outFileName.str().c_str());
if(!outTable)
{
cout << "Output file failed to open!\n";
exit(1);
}
// Print table output
getline(inTable, table);
while(inTable)
{
tableStart = table.find("FOOT-");
if (tableStart != -1)
{
inTable.ignore(1000, '\n');
inTable.ignore(1000, '\n');
getline(inTable, table);
while (tableStart != -1)
{
tableEnd = table.find("MAXIMUM");
if (tableEnd != -1)
tableStart = -1;
else
{
outTable << table << "\n";
lineCounter++;
getline(inTable, table);
}
}
}
else
getline(inTable, table);
}
// Open and print number of nodes output file
std::stringstream outFileName2;
outFileName2 << fileName << ".nod";
std::ofstream saveFile2(outFileName2.str().c_str());
outNodes.open(outFileName2.str().c_str());
if(!outNodes)
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{
cout << "Output file failed to open!\n";
exit(1);
}
outNodes << lineCounter - 1;
return 0;
}
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